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February 25, 2014
Associate Administrator for Enforcement
Department of Transportation
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Office of Enforcement NVS-200 Room W45-306
1200 New Jersey Avenue S.E.
Washington, DC 20590
Pursuant to 49 CFR Part 573, Jayco, Inc. (“Jayco” or the “Company”) is submitting this report to
NHTSA concerning a recall campaign, which is being voluntarily initiated. Specific information
is as follows:
573.6(c)(2)
Affected vehicles are certain model year 2014 Jay Flight Swift Travel Trailers, with the Baja
Option .
The affected vehicles were manufactured January 10, 2014 through January 13, 2014.
The recall population was determined from the manufacturing records for the Company’s
manufacturing plant in Twin Falls, Idaho, which produced the affected recreational vehicles.
573.6(c)(3)
A total of 18 vehicles are subject to this recall.
Specific Vehicle Identification Numbers (VINs) are as follows:
2014 Jay Flight Swift Model - 1UJBJ0AJXE77A0051 through 1UJBJ0AJ5E77A0068

573.6(c)(4)
Jayco is recalling 100 percent of the affected vehicles identified in the scope.
573.6(c)(5)
Incorrect tire size information on the Federal and Tire Labels could cause a smaller sized tire to
be placed on the vehicle than required. Smaller tires could lead to excessive wear of the tires and
may cause instability in towing that could contribute to personal injury or property damage.

573.6(c)(6)
February 24, 2014, Jayco received information that a stock unit at dealership did not have the
correct tire information noted on the Federal Label and the Tire Label. The existing labels
showed the tire size as ST205/75R14C when the actaul tires on the unit were LT235/75R15C.
Following an internal investagation, Jayco determined a safety recall was appropriate.
573.6(c)(8)
The remedy for the effected vehicles is for Jayco to reprint the Federal and Tire Labels noting
the correct tire information as LT235/75R15C and Dealers and/or Retail owners to replace all
current labels with the corrected labels.
A copy of the Retail Notification is included with this 573 report for your review and approval.
Upon approval and receipt of a Recall Number, Jayco is prepared to send the correct labels to
Registered Owners and to the Dealers that have units in their inventory.
We anticipate the letters will be mailed in March 2014.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,

Terri Tobias
Regulatory Compliance Manager

